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Abstract
Driven by global competition and economic
pressures, organizations are increasingly interested in
transferring and leveraging local expertise at the
global level. While many of the challenges of
knowledge transfer (KT) have been discussed in the
literature (e.g., incentives, cognitive limitations), the
challenge of KT in distributed, or “virtual”, settings
and the role of information and communication
technologies (ICTs) have received limited attention.
While any given ICT may be described in terms of
one’s perceptual awareness of its capabilities (e.g.,
richness, interactivity), it may also be described
relative to the meanings an individual attaches to it,
i.e., the idea of it or its purpose, rather than capability.
We propose that understanding both perceptions and
meanings, particularly as new ICTs are introduced, is
critical to understanding selection and use by KT
participants, and ultimately outcomes. In this paper,
we conceptually explore the implications of meanings
and perceptions on KT in virtual settings.

1. Introduction
Driven by global competition and economic
pressures, organizations are increasingly interested in
transferring and leveraging local expertise at the global
level [6, 29, 34]. Effective organizations require that
distributed
knowledge
be
coordinated
and
communicated – transferred from one individual to
another and from one site to another. As such,
increasing attention is being paid to knowledge transfer
(KT), the process through which one unit (e.g.,
individual, group) is affected by the experience of
another [2]. KT manifests itself through changes in the
knowledge or performance of the recipient(s). For
example, organizations are extending the boundaries of
new product development teams from traditional colocated settings to virtual settings (c.f., [40, 49]). By
doing so, a previously linear work process is being
replaced by parallel work, with information and
communication technologies (ICTs), or electronic
media, playing a central role in interaction [19, 29].
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Today, for example, one can easily imagine virtual
new product development teams consisting of
marketers in Europe, software developers from India,
design engineers in the US, manufacturing liaisons in
China, and a myriad of other relevant knowledge
resources in other locations.
While many of the challenges of KT have been
discussed in the literature (e.g., incentives, cognitive
limitations) [37, 63], the challenge of KT in distributed
settings and the role of ICTs have received limited
attention. By enhancing opportunities for coordination
and communication, ICTs have the potential to
facilitate KT across distributed units [30] – thus
increasing the speed of KT, while reducing costs [29].
Dispersed knowledge workers place increased
demands on an organization’s existing communication
and collaboration systems, and in some cases they
compel further investment in ICTs specially dedicated
to supporting virtual work. A recent industry report by
Gartner Group [21], for example, indicates that the
growing demand for ICTs will drive the collaboration
software market to nearly $1.1 billion by 2008.
ICTs include synchronous media, e.g., telephone,
audio/videoconferencing, shared applications (e.g., via
NetMeeting®), and instant messaging ([IM], e.g.,
Lotus Sametime®), and asynchronous media, e.g.,
email, voicemail, threaded discussion forums,
calendaring
systems,
and shared
document
repositories. While first-generation Internet/Web-based
tools have garnered the most interest by practitioners
and academics, we are witnessing the introduction of
second-generation means of collaboration, including
blogs, wikis, folksonomies, social networking sites, 3D
virtual worlds (e.g., Second Life), and even podcasts.
Existing and emerging means of collaboration pose
significant opportunities and challenges.
As the need to transfer knowledge across
boundaries (culture, time, space, and organizations)
increases, we need to gain a deeper understanding of
why virtual knowledge workers select from the
seemingly ever increasing plethora of ICTs available to
them. Without this understanding, organizations may
continue to support and/or invest in ICTs that do not
effectively support KT. In the context of virtual KT,
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we propose that understanding perceptions and
meanings of ICTs is critical to understanding selection
and use by KT participants, and ultimately outcomes.
For example, while email or IM may be described in
terms of – and selected based on perceptions of – their
capabilities (e.g., richness, social presence) relative to
communication tasks, each of these media also likely
reflect specific meanings that KT partners attach to
them. The purpose of this paper is to conceptually
explore these concepts and offer implications for KT.
In the following sections, we first discuss KT and
then review alternative perspectives on ICTs. We then
discuss theoretical perspectives on perceptions and
meanings, and illustrate the construction of both via a
discussion of an ICT introduced a century ago – the
telephone. We conclude our paper by discussing KT
implications and future research directions.

2. Knowledge transfer in virtual settings
KT can occur among entities spanning multiple
levels, i.e., individuals, groups, and organizations [2,
33]. Arguably, one of the most important aspects of
collaborative work is the transfer of knowledge from
one set of individuals to another [53].
KT is the process through which one unit is affected
by the experience of another unit [2]. KT occurs by
moving a knowledge reservoir from senders to
receivers with transfer manifested through changes in
understanding of the recipients. In order for knowledge
to be useful for others, senders must express it in such
a manner as to be interpretable by the intended
receivers [1]. Receivers must “decode” the symbols
that constitute a message and interpret the meaning of
the sender. For communication to be successful, both
senders and receivers must mutually agree that the
message has been understood [11]. Feedback plays an
important role in communicating to the senders that the
receivers have understood the message [16].
Argote and Ingram [2] suggest that ascertaining
how knowledge understanding changes as a function of
experience (e.g., with a KT partner) is an important
undertaking. With the increase in globalization, KT
increasingly occurs among entities that are not
necessarily co-located, but separated by geographic
distances [53, 65]. The contexts within which senders
and receivers encode and interpret information are
likely to differ significantly when their geographic
locations are distant, increasing the likelihood of
misinterpretation [12].
To date, researchers have attempted to investigate
KT at individual [22], group [62], and organizational
levels [52, 74], although with few exceptions, such
investigations have been limited to co-located
organizational members [58]. Szulanski suggests that

“knowledge transfers are often laborious, time
consuming, and difficult” [63:10] and argues that it is
important to examine the process of KT to produce
more favorable KT outcomes, defined as the effects of
another’s experience upon an individual [47]. Given
these difficulties, it is reasonable to expect that KT
may become more problematic in virtual situations
where participants communicate via technology. Thus,
we focus our paper at the individual level of KT in the
context of virtual, ICT-enabled, work.
Communication and social cognition theories
suggest that individuals must find or develop a shared
interpretive context, or shared meanings, for
interaction and communication to take place and
continue [5, 9, 45, 53, 68, 70]. Generally, these
theories focus on the knowledge content be transferred
where KT participants must find or develop some
degree of congruence in “thought worlds” [20] such
that communication can take place. For example,
individuals involved in distributed KT often represent
different functional areas or cultural backgrounds,
which are likely to have different values and
preferences. Clearly, it is important to examine how
participants’ knowledge and understanding about the
topic content evolve over time. At the same time,
however, when ICTs are the central enablers (or
inhibitors) of the KT process, we must also pay
attention to changes in understanding as a function of
ICT perceptions and meanings, i.e., which participants
bring and/or develop through experience.
Social science research suggests that mental models
evolve and are founded on a complex entangling of
cognition, culture, and language [51, 61]. This would
be true for both the mental model associated with the
KT content/topic, as well as the mental model(s)
associated with the available ICTs. For example, crossfunctional communication may be hampered by
differences in functional “language” or “culture”. In
fact, multiple dimensions of culture may be at play in
the KT process if participants are dispersed (e.g.,
national or organizational culture in addition to
functional culture). While ICTs can enable KT, past
research suggests that, in actual use, the capabilities of
ICTs can be subjectively perceived differently by
individuals [32]. This may be particularly true in
virtual settings wherein participants have little (if any)
history of working together using various ICTs, and
may be separated not only geographically, but also
culturally. For example, Massey et al. [46] found that
different national cultures perceive ICTs differently in
terms of capabilities relative to communication tasks.
Furthermore, different individuals may attach
alternative meanings to various ICTs [35, 54]. In the
next section, we review two broad theoretical
perspectives regarding ICT selection and use.
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3. Theoretical perspectives: ICTs
3.1

ICT capabilities perspectives

Media capacity theories describe ICTs in terms of
capabilities such as richness, social presence, and
interactivity [4, 17, 73]. These capabilities do not
define any specific communication technologies or
features, but rather they express the ideals to be
achieved by the communication system [4]. As
prescriptive theories, media capacity theories suggest
that proper "matching" of ICT capabilities and tasks
will lead to increased KT effectiveness [14, 57].
A review of the literature reveals that richness,
social presence, and interactivity are highly developed,
well-studied constructs that are significantly
interrelated and entangled [27, 67, 73]. Richness is
described as a blend of four factors: (1) the immediacy
of feedback, (2) the use of multiple cues (verbal and
non-verbal), (3) language variety, and (4) the ability to
personalize messages [14]. A rich ICT would have
high levels of each factor and a lean ICT would have
low levels of each. This hierarchy of richness describes
the capability of an ICT to convey cues and facilitate
shared knowledge understanding in a timely manner.
Social presence describes the degree to which the
ICT allows the KT participants to feel psychologically
close or present [27, 59]. The use of multiple,
nonverbal communication channels and cues, as well
as continuous feedback convey social presence.
Furthermore, high social presence enables the
conveyance of social influence and other symbolic
content and social context cues, while those low in
social presence filter out those cues. Richness and
social presence are highly related [67].
Finally, both richness and social presence are highly
similar to interactivity discussed in the sociology
literature (c.f., [73]). This literature identifies several
key characteristics of interactive communication that
differentiate ICTs, e.g., the simultaneity and continuity
of communication, the ability to interrupt or preempt,
and the patterns of turn taking.
While media capacity theories allow for
prescriptive theorizing about the fit between
capabilities and tasks, when used to describe how
individuals select ICTs, empirical results have been
inconsistent. When tested on telephone and written
communication, as examples, these theories have
generally been supported (e.g., [57]). However,
inconsistent empirical findings have been found with
electronic mail and voice mail (e.g., [7, 25, 42]).
Fundamentally, theories that deal with ICT
capabilities (e.g., richness), offer individual-level
rational choice explanations of behavior. In practice,
every individual will subjectively perceive these

capabilities based on his/her personal awareness of and
experience with the ICT.

3.2

ICT social dynamic perspectives

In contrast to media capacity theories, social
dynamic perspectives emphasize the collective
character of ICT use, suggesting that KT participants
will develop individual and shared beliefs about what
an ICT is good for in the process of using it [3, 28, 42].
These perspectives, rather than focusing explicitly or
solely on capabilities, begin to turn our attention to
purpose, or the “meaning” of the ICT.
Social dynamic perspectives include structuration
theory [18], social influence theory [26], social
information processing theory [66], and TIP (time,
interaction,
and
performance)
theory
[50].
Structuration theory [18] suggests that communication
and ICT use “shape” each other as participants’
selectively appropriate features in the context of
evolving social structures. Social influence theory [28]
attempts to identify social psychological processes that
can be used to explain behaviors toward ICTs. Social
information processing theory [66] asserts that some
social information must be processed in order to
develop interpersonal relations. However, it is not the
amount of information processed in a single
communication exchange that is important; rather, it is
the accrual and processing of information over a series
of exchanges that is important to relational
development.
TIP theory [50] emphasizes the
temporal processes in group interaction and argues that
groups and the technologies that support them cannot
be disentangled from the surrounding social and
organizational systems.
All of these perspectives emphasize the dynamic
aspects of communication and meaning construction
within the larger context of social and organizational
structures. Interestingly, channel expansion theory
(CET) [10] may also be considered a social dynamic
perspective. Yet, unlike the above theories, Carlson
and Zmud [10] focus on perception construction as a
dynamic, experiential-based process. Specifically, they
proposed and demonstrated (with email) that
perceptions of richness can evolve as individuals
acquire experiences with others, the organizational
context and task, and the ICT itself.
In summary, media capacity and social dynamic
theories offer alternative perspectives on ICT selection
and use – respectively centering on capabilities and
meanings. In the next section, we explore perspectives
that bridge perceptions and meanings. Overall, we
posit that KT participants will bring to the KT process
previously formed, and likely intertwined perceptions
and meanings.
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4. Theoretical perspectives: Perceptions
and meanings
Several researchers have noted that knowledge
workers must make sense of and interpret their
environment according to preexisting knowledge
structures (c.f., [36, 54, 56]. For example, Weick [69,
71] describes sense-making as the process wherein
knowledge workers interpret and give meaning to
some environmental uncertainty – in our context, the
selection and us of an ICT in the KT process.
Building upon sense-making, Orlikowski and Gash
[54] describe how individuals hold frames of reference
about events and objects within organizations and then
give them meaning. Technology frames reflect the
result of the interpretive process wherein users
construct meanings around technology – in their study,
a Lotus Notes® implementation. While clearly Lotus
Notes® can be perceived in terms of capabilities (e.g.,
interactivity), Orlkowski and Gash found that users
attached broader, or arguably higher level, meanings to
the technology. As examples, frame domains that
emerged included the nature of the technology, why it
was introduced (i.e., the strategic drivers), and how the
technology would alter work. Moreover, meanings
differed significantly across stakeholder groups, e.g.,
managers, IT/IS, users.
Personal Construct Theory (PCT) [36] similarly
constitutes an interpretive theory of human behavior.
PCT suggests that individuals are constantly engaged
in interpreting and reinterpreting their environment,
building mental maps in order to make sense of it [8,
31, 43, 44]). For example, Reger et al. [56] draw upon
PCT to explain why certain change initiatives fail. In
PCT, individuals build a set of bipolar constructs as
they have experiences [24]. These constructs represent
the meanings created from individual interaction with
the environment. Kelly [36] argues that not only are
personal constructs created through interaction, but
that an individual is free to choose the constructs
attached to events and objects.
Based on the various theoretical perspectives
discussed previously, for ICTs, we conclude that
meaning reflects the idea conveyed by the ICT;
perception reflects an awareness of the capabilities of
the ICT. The two are related in that the ICT is
“perceived” in terms of whatever “meaning” that a
person applies to it [36, 39]. In turn, meanings can be
altered through capability-based experience although
changing sticky individual meanings is difficult
process [36]. This recognized relationship may help
bridge the perspectives of media capacity theories and
social dynamic theories.
In the following section, to illustrate the processes
of perception and meaning construction, we explore

the introduction of the telephone. Clearly, today, in
most parts of the world, the telephone is commonplace,
with its capabilities and varied purposes understood.
However, when first introduced, sellers of the new
technology had to persuade individuals to use it. In the
late 1800s and first half of the 20th century, the Bell
System not only had to demonstrate the telephone’s
capabilities (relative to other means of communication)
but also had to invent business and personal purposes
and convince people that there were purposes,
emphasizing the phrase “educating the public” [23:63].

5. The

construction of meanings
perceptions: An illustrative example

and

In exploring the construction of perceptions and
meanings as related to the telephone, it is important to
recognize that the ability to travel and communicate
across space fundamentally changed between 1850 and
1950: from horsepower to railroads and automobiles;
from telegraphs to telephones [23:21]. At the turn of
the last century, the telephone was largely a technical
wonder. Since potential adopters’ had no prior
knowledge of or experience with the telephone, early
advertisements (ads)1 often focused on describing the
technical underpinnings of the telephone (see Figure
1). Over the next several decades, the Bell System
(AT&T) sought to redefine the innovation from a
technical wonder to a useful tool. In doing so, they
sought to develop both perceptions of capabilities –
relative to other existing communication options -- and
meanings, i.e., creating the “idea” of the telephone by
finding purposes. While the end goals are similar, on a
relative basis, the pace of introduction and integration
of today’s ICTs into everyday work and life is, seems
astounding.
Figure 1. Ad emphasizing technical details

1

Illustrations included may be found at:
http://shop.vendio.com/vintageads4u/category/4034/
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Early efforts, such as the 1910 one shown in Figure
2, also focused on developing perceptions of the
telephone’s capabilities. While not explicitly using the
terminology of media capacity theories, this ad read:
“By it [the telephone] the human voice – the truest
experience of personality, ability, and character – is
carried from place to place instantly and accurately …
all other means of communication are cold and
colorless in comparison” (e.g., richness).

perceptions and meanings. This ad emphasized
business purposes, but also capability of social
presence, i.e., “As if across a desk”.
Figure 4. Constructing capabilities and purposes

Figure 2. 1910 Ad emphasizing capabilities

While these efforts facilitated awareness,
persuading people to use the telephone required not
only describing and demonstrating capabilities, but
also devising purposes (i.e., meanings) for the
telephone. Vendors targeted businessmen first and
most often, claiming the telephone would increase
efficiency, save time, and even impress customers,
such as the ad shown in Figure 3.

Interestingly, while the telephone reflected various
business meaning (e.g., efficiency, connectedness,
success, a way to impress customers, etc.), it held little
meaning for the general public as it was regarded as an
instrument for practical, business purposes. Thus,
additional efforts emerged from the 1920s to 1940s o
help construct “non-business” meanings for the general
public. Figure 5 (emphasizing safety) provides an
illustration of these efforts.
Figure 5. The telephone means safety

Figure 3. 1909 Ad emphasizing business purpose

The ad shown in Figure 4 provides an illustration of
simultaneously facilitating the construction of

Increasingly, over several decades, the telephone
took on more and more meanings – business
innovativeness and competitiveness, sociability,
family, safety, status symbol, success, etc. – driving
adoption and use patterns in different ways for
different users [23].
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Examples of interesting, more recent ICT
introductions include email, which largely derived
early meanings from business purposes, and instant
messaging (IM), where meanings evolved largely from
the consumer/teen market. Interesting, a survey
conducted by the Pew Internet & American Life
Project (2005)2 revealed that US Internet users aged
12-17 prefer using instant messaging (IM) over email.
Focus groups revealed the meanings that teens attached
to email – email is something you use to talk to “old
people”, institutions, or to send complex instructions to
large groups. Conversely, IM means casual
conversation, friends, and family. Clearly, these
meanings influence selection and use by teens. It is
only relatively recently that IM has emerged in the
workplace for work-related purposes. Here, evidence
suggests that the meaning of IM has expanded beyond
purposes associated with informal interactions with
friends and family to reflect business purposes, e.g.,
quick questions and clarifications, coordinating
meetings [15], thus driving recent growth in business
penetration3.
Arguably, and relative to other means of
communication, the telephone, email, and IM can all
be described in terms of their capabilities (e.g., social
presence). But, as discussed, the meanings attached to
each also likely play significant roles relative to
subsequent behavior. Our discussion here is consistent
with the strong and growing interest in understanding
what technology means to individuals, and how these
meanings influence needs and perceptual evaluations
(e.g., ICT capabilities), ultimately leading to selection
and use [3, 18, 48, 54, 64].
In the following section, we explore the
implications of meanings and perceptions for KT,
offering a research model and associated propositions.

6. KT Implications
In a virtual team setting, KT can be complicated by
a variety of factors (e.g., geographical/temporal
dispersion,
organizational/cultural
differences),
particularly when ICTs are used as the primary means
of communication. Based on prior research and our
earlier discussions, we posit that ICT meanings not
only influence selection and use, but also shape
perceptions of capabilities. Moreover, we posit that
(in)congruencies of either or both among KT
participants may lead to selection and use patterns that
have differential effects on KT outcomes. Figure 6
visually illustrates these relationships.

2
3

www.pewinternet.org/
www.primenewswire.com/newsroom/news.html?d=89532

Figure 6. ICTs and KT Outcomes

Consistent with past research, we expect that
perceptions of ICT capabilities (i.e., richness, social
presence, interactivity) will influence selection and use
in the KT process (c.f., [10, 13, 42, 47, 66, 73]. Stated
formally:
P1:

Perceived ICT capabilities drive selection and
use in the KT process.

In addition, we note the limitations of perceptions to
fully explain ICT selection and use [42]. Thus, based
on past research, we also argue that the ICT meanings
also influence selection and use. Importantly, we also
posit that meanings serve as the foundation from which
ICTs are evaluated and perceptions constructed. Thus,
stated formally:
P2:
P3:

ICT meanings drive selection and use for the KT
process.
ICT meanings affect perceptions of ICT
capabilities.

Massey and Montoya-Weiss [47] proposed a
relationship between perceptions of media utility and
knowledge conversion outcomes. Drawing upon
channel expansion theory and testing this proposed
relationship, recent empirical research by Hasty et al.
[32] showed that, during the KT process, participants
evolve to congruent perceptions of the richness of
various ICTs (i.e., IM, shared whiteboards, and IP
voice). Moreover, results provided evidence that
congruence in perceptions did, in fact, influence KT
success – defined as a change in recipients’
knowledge. However, while congruence had a positive
effect on KT success for two of the three ICTs in the
study, congruence in IM perceptions had a negative
effect. While their study focused solely on perceptions,
we posit that the meanings participants attached to the
various ICTs, particularly IM, likely played a role. As
described earlier, IM may mean different things to
different users. While they may come to shared
perceptions of capabilities, they may not have
possessed shared meanings as related to the ICT’s
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purpose. Prior research in psychology has shown that
an incongruence in meaning can negatively affect
performance [60]. Understanding this may assist in
explaining results that deviated from expectations.
Thus, we posit that in the KT process, (in)congruence
in meanings, as interpretations of ICT purpose, and
perceptions, as evaluations of capabilities, will
influence KT outcomes. Stated formally:
P4:

(In)congruence of ICT meanings and
perceptions will affect KT outcomes through
ICT use.

While our model focuses on the relationship
between ICTs and KT outcomes, we recognize that KT
outcomes are not solely driven by ICTs; rather, they
are enablers of the process. An array of other factors
(e.g., content, knowledge type, experience, culture,
incentives etc.) will also influence outcomes.
Additionally, the dynamism of individual meanings
and perceptions suggest feedback loops and reciprocal
relationships that should be examined in future
research. Given the increasing reliance on ICTs,
particularly for dispersed KT, research is needed to
further understand why and how ICTs are used in the
KT process. In the next section, we discuss an agenda
for future research.

7. Research directions
Our discussion of meanings and perceptions,
leading to our research model and propositions related
to KT raise many research questions. Multiple studies
are needed to understand these complex phenomena.
Our model can be examined using positivist and
interpretivist research approaches [38].
A positivist approach would begin by substituting
specific empirical indicators into the propositions to
form testable hypotheses. Hypotheses could be tested
in single or multiple snapshot views [41]. For example,
Proposition 3 (P3) states that ICT meanings affect
perceived ICT capabilities in the KC process. To
specify a testable hypothesis, for example, the specific
dimension of perceived capability that is of interest
would need to be specified (e.g, social presence).
Moreover, methods such as the repertory grid
technique (see [24]) may be used to uncover various
meanings attached to various ICTs. Selection and use
can be measured objectively observed
Similarly, the point of Proposition 4 (P4) is that KT
outcomes – manifested itself through changes in the
knowledge or performance of the recipient(s) – will be
influenced by congruence of meanings and
perceptions. Here, subsets of P4 related to the links
between congruence and KT outcomes could be

articulated as hypotheses. A study could involve the
use of one ICT (e.g., email) and explore various
configurations of congruence, i.e., ranging from full
congruence to full incongruence, with various
combinations in between. The study would include
assessments of email meaning, measures of perceived
capabilities, and measures of KT outcomes. For
example, a sample hypothesis might include:
“Congruence in meanings [of email] and perceptions
of capabilities will positively influence KT outcomes”.
Such studies will also lend insight into the relative
influence of meanings and perceptions on ICT
selection and use.
Whereas a positivist approach begins with theory
and constructs, an interpretivist approach provides
understanding of the complexities of the KT
phenomena by examining the process theory tenets of
our proposed research model [72], i.e., the social
dynamic aspects of meaning and perception
construction. Interpretivist data collection could entail
longitudinal case studies so data collection and
analysis can occur simultaneously. Analysis within and
between cases could look for common patterns, events,
and sequences of events that advance understanding
regarding our model [38, 55].
Interpretive studies, coupled with positivist efforts,
may also reveal the relative strength of meanings and
perceptions over time. For example, as discussed
earlier, much early effort was put forth to facilitate the
construction of telephone meanings. Overtime, when
an ICT becomes more “commonplace”, do meanings
matter as much as perceptions of capabilities as related
to communication tasks? Addressing this question in
future research may lend valuable insights to
organizations considering investments in emerging
forms of communication, e.g., wikis, blogs, social
networking, etc.

8. Conclusion
Management and deployment of knowledge-based
resources are complex, strategic decisions. Although
the benefits of knowledge transfer (KT) have been
documented in many settings, much research remains
to understand the factors that support or impede
transfer. By enabling new ways of distributing work,
technological advances have given rise to new
organization forms, including distributed knowledge
work [6, 34]. While many of the challenges of
knowledge transfer (KT) have been acknowledged, the
challenge of KT in distributed settings has received
limited attention. Transferring knowledge among
human entities that largely communicate electronically
presents new challenges and avenues for research.
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In this paper, we first explored alternative
perspectives (i.e., media capacity theories, social
dynamic theories) on information and communication
technologies (ICTs) that may respectively help explain
selection and use. However, our objective was to
bridge these perspectives by conceptually examining
meanings and perceptions, and their interrelationship.
Our efforts were based on the premise that meanings
reflect an interpretation of the purpose or idea of an
ICT, while perceptions reflect an evaluation of its
capabilities
(i.e.,
richness,
social
presence,
interactivity). Recognizing that today’s organizations
and knowledge workers are faced with a seemingly
endless array of existing and emerging ICTs, for
illustrative purposes, we also examined how meanings
and perceptions were originally constructed around the
telephone – today, a rather common and traditional
ICT tool. Finally, we offered a research model and set
of propositions that provide a foundation for future
research.
In conclusion, since organizations must commit to a
particular ICT infrastructure, a deeper understanding of
the underlying reasons why ICTs are selected and used
and how KT outcomes are influenced is essential.
Without this understanding, investments may fall well
short of desired returns.
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